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Anything is possible on a blank page. By filling the empty space it 
offers with words, we can preserve memories, explore feelings, develop 
thoughts and inhabit alternative selves and worlds. We can break the 
rules. In our creative writing group here at Rugby, we do not target 
assessment objectives or look at mark schemes. There is, therefore, 
something exhilarating, liberating and essential even about the 
experience of writing creatively and for pleasure. 

I have been astonished by the scope and quality of student writing this 
year. From the opening haikus to the closing stories, I hope that this 
year’s anthology makes you think, laugh, imagine or better still, inspires 
you to put pen to paper yourself…

Alix Scott-Martin
English Department
June 2018
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Artwork by Sophie McCulloch
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HAIKUS

I
Michelson-Morly
(Despite misguided beliefs)
Disproved the Aether.

II
For any theta
Adding sin squared and cos squared  
The value is 1. 

III
A colourless gas 
That relights a glowing splint:
Oxygen Present.
 
A colourless gas 
Squeaky pop when set alight:
Hydrogen present.

Jack Salvesen
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INTOLERANCE

Weeds grow in 
gardens poorly kept.
Ivy strangles trust. We have forgotten the meaning of humanity. 
Down the narrow path, isolated from the world, is a tree with no branches.
How can we reside here with the unforgiving roots? 
How can we be at peace when the ivy grows up a crumbling wall?
The longer it’s left to grow, the more it will suffocate. 
The creeper drops its leaves on a path of ashes
And it is so dark, we must carry torches.
This Autumn, we will burn the ivy and plant daffodils for the Spring. 

Caspar Gleave
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WALK THIS NEW PATH

Walk this new path with me –
Within dawn’s beckoning lights,
Where Spring’s new flowers grow,
Cool days wandering into nights,
Long before the cold Winter snows.

Walk this new path with me –
From loneliness to love’s great gift,
Sweet words and softer touch,
Wading into streams that uplift,
While in love, dare we ask this much?

Walk this new path with me –
Through flowing years and our great lives,
In passion’s deep abyss,
Content, where each loving heart thrives,
Sealed with bright new morn’s gentle kiss.

Walk this new path with me –
Within dawn’s beckoning lights,
Where Spring’s new flowers grow,
Cool days wandering into nights,
Long before the cold Winter snows.

Lauren Brown
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EXTRACT FROM THE PLAY DECAMERON
 
WILLIAM: But the problem with these apes you’re trying to save is, they don’t 
want to be saved. You can’t help those who don’t want to be helped. It’s logic.
Mr. Orville sits back down, breathing heavily.
BEATRICE: It isn’t.
WILLIAM: And they certainly don’t want, neither do they need, your pity. 
Sometimes pity could kill a man.
BEATRICE: Yeah, that sounds totally legit. You’re definitely making that up.
WILLIAM: (turns to BEATRICE) Maybe I am. Or maybe, (points at BEATRICE’s 
religious necklace) your God told me that.
BEATRICE: Right.
WILLIAM: You do know he doesn’t exist, right?
Detective Sebastian sighs and sits back down.
BEATRICE: Why are you telling me what to know and believe now? Your thoughts 
disinterest me.
WILLIAM: Wow. Chill. Okay, another lost soul trying to find its purpose in the 
world. Blah blah blah. To repent, be saved and enjoy eternal life. Blah blah blah. 
You see, the other problem with humans is, they are always wishing that they 
could be saved. That someone, or something, would just descend from wherever 
they hope it’s from to save them from this messed-up pit. Or that there is a plan 
to follow, that they are not fools bumping around blindly and pointlessly figuring 
their way out, suffering for absolutely no reason. That their life doesn’t just go 
to waste. But you see, the world is just like a giant machine. Not well-made, not 
fancy, flaws and bugs are everywhere. Obviously if you do look closely there are 
some beauties to find, but the point is, no one cares. Nothing cares. Tick-tock, 
tick-tock, the gear swirls and the worm whirls, the machine was designed to 
work in synchronisation, but sometimes it simply doesn’t. The universe is infinite. 
Time is just a concept people made up to make infinity sounds less threatening 
and real. It’s empty. The world doesn’t change. It never does, we are the ones 
who age, change, move and make everything seem livelier. But the truth is that 
the world is cold and lifeless, and it simply doesn’t care. It is filled with chaotic 
mess and despair, and there isn’t a plan. There never has been one. We are just 
sands and rocks and ashes compared to its greatness and endlessness. We are 
nothing, and nothing doesn’t need a plan.

Emily Tsang
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DEATH BY FIRE 

It’s my solemn duty to tell you about the short,  
tragic life of April Russell.

You see April was different. Today that might be a 
good thing, but in Maine in 1730, it was something 
that could get you burned alive. April was educated 
and clever and she managed to live 23 years under 
the protection of her father. Until she made the 
unforgettable mistake of marrying a superstitious 
man in his 50’s named Lord Robertson. 

April was only a girl and a naïve one. But, though 
it may seem shallow, people talked about her looks 
and this kept the Lord from finding out about her 
unusual personality. She had rose cheeks, fair skin, 
fiery read hair and death black eyes. So, when the 
blind Lord and his new strange bride rode in the 
closed carriage down to his grand mansion, the 
Lord simply stared at her unreal beauty. When they 
arrived at the mansion they hurried inside to escape 
the furious rain. 

“You have a wonderful home,” gushed the sparkling 
bride. 

“You can have anything you heart desires…within 
reason,” replied the proud Lord as April continued  
to wander through the house. 

For several long years April lived peacefully. She gave 
birth to beautiful twins. They were three years old 
when she first noticed how different they both were. 
They were nearly identical, only one’s eyes were like 
melted chocolate and she had learned to respond 
to the name Anne. Anne was bright and happy and 
clueless. Her other daughter, Mary, had exactly the 
same face and white hair but had very pale grey 
eyes, and was found doing the strangest things. She 
was once caught outside at midnight, stumbling 
towards the dangerous forest.  

April would find herself fighting for Mary’s life as 
her husband started to believe her daughter was a 
witch. She began to have to keep Mary as far away 
from people as possible and she spent three years 
struggling to save her daughter until she made a 
decision she would regret for as long as she lived. 
The beautiful mother hurried through the once 
happy gardens, hand in hand with her two beloved 
daughters.  

“Mother, where are we going, I’m-” started Anne, 
but she was cut short as they were met by the Lord 
and several of his servants. 

“I knew it. Witch!” He spat on Anne’s feet. He 
lunged, grabbing her daughter by her delicate neck 
as the servants prepared a large fire. The young girl 
clawed viciously at his hands, but it was too late. A 
blood curdling scream filled the air as he hurled her 
into the fire.  

April dropped to her knees screaming, beating the 
ground until her hand were bloody, tears falling 
down her no longer rosy cheeks. She had never felt 
such absolute sorrow. 

“Oh... Mary my baby!” She howled. 

“Yes Mother?” Those two words are what killed April 
Russell.

Meg Bristol
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SIMPLICITY

It should have been simple; all I had wanted to do was leave, to get 
away from everything, leave the past in a whirlwind and grab a clean 
slate somewhere else, somewhere far away from the befuddlement 
which currently enveloped me. I’d been formulating an escape plan for 
months, mulling over various options and details in my head, but there 
was always one thought which remained slap bang in the middle of my 
dark confusion; what’s so easy about taking the easy way out? Endless 
complications and new challenges arose every time I thought I’d finished 
with them, new scenarios had to be dealt with as I finalised how I was 
going to deal with the old ones. In short, you can never plan something 
like that. You can never predict the unpredictable. Hours and hours were 
spent writing notes and packing my things, tying up the loose ends of 
those I loved and explaining how it was that they in turn would have 
to learn to tie up their own. I wasn’t proud of what I was going to do, 
but I wasn’t stupid either, I wasn’t naïve enough to think that what I 
was going to do would be responded to in a calm and orderly manner. 
I think that’s why I decided to try to plan it all out; to try to bring some 
organization to the turbulence. I think that’s why I chose a train. I found 
the platform, checked arrival times on the overhead panel and then 
sat down and waited, content with the ample amount of research I’d 
done. It was then that I decided to write this, whilst I was sitting there 
waiting for the little train from Shifnal, on the back of a napkin I’d picked 
up with my coffee. I felt as if one final letter was necessary, one final 
attempt to explain why I’d done what I’d done and how I wanted people 
to react. That last part was important – I needed people to react how 
I wanted them to: not questioning whether it was them or what they 
could have done to prevent it. Because there’s nothing they could have 
done, not when I was this far down the line. The train from Shifnal was 
always going to arrive at Platform 2, and I was always going to be there, 
waiting. Because that’s the beauty of an operation like this – everything 
falls into place one way another until it becomes simple, really. That’s the 
beauty of suicide.

Tobias Branston
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SESTINA

I’m hastily changing before my mirror when I find the bruise.
It’s purple and ugly and if I could I’d cut it out my skin with scissors.
Instead I turn to my drawer, where I reach for a chocolate 
From one of those little transparent containers made of plastic
That my mother gave me in return for looking after her cactus
While she partied with her new husband, a man that I can’t say I love.

In fact, I hate him. Towards him, I feel the furthest emotion possible from love.
Unlike a flower, you cannot grow your own bruise
My mother’s husband gave it to me. I didn’t want a reward for the cactus.
My mind wanders to the aforementioned scissors
And then drifts towards the idea of plastic
While I question why I continue to eat so much chocolate.

It’s probably because I wish I was the colour of chocolate
Silky brown, a smooth rush of velvet love
Instead of the artificial gunk my mother smothers her pale skin with, bottled in plastic.
She buys it in bulk from Selfridges. When she spends too much she earns another bruise 
From her husband, who hits her after the tag’s been snipped off with scissors. 
When her screams fill the house my brother cries and I tend to her cactus.

Her husband often makes her cry so I spend a lot of time with the goddamn cactus.
I’ve decided to name it: Praline, after my favourite flavour of chocolate.
He lives in a pot covered in little flowers, carefully cut from magazines with nail scissors.
My mother woke up late today. She had a neck covered in bites of love
At least, that’s what she called them. A hickey is actually just an ugly purple bruise.
Her husband’s tried to claim his property; sucking on her as if she were made of plastic.
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The environment has too much floating plastic
It kills birds and ducks and turtles and fish and plants like my precious cactus.
I don’t think love is supposed to kill. It shouldn’t take the form of a purple bruise.
But mother’s pathetic. She cries and cries then forgives with gifts of flowers and chocolate
She thinks her husband shows her love
But living with him is like an everyday gamble of rock, paper, scissors.

I want to poke out his eyes with sharp scissors,
Want to see him still and cold in a morgue under a sheet of sterilised plastic
Because my mother deserves an actual, real love
Not her husband, who acts like such a prick that one wonders if he’s actually a cactus 
I’ll get him. Perhaps I’ll poison him with spiked chocolate.
Or smack him as he lulls in unsuspecting sleep, give him one hell of a bruise.

His love is a toxic balloon which deserves to be punctured by scissors,
His presence was a fresh bruise, with a personality as superficial as plastic.
Now his cactus spikes are broken. Promises of sickly sugar, but we’ve given up chocolate.

Sophie Norton
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MARY ‘BRIDIE’ O’NEILL

It was some kind of opal I think, or a similar stone.
Always on your hand when I was little. 
I remember the way different colours shone out of the 
white circle when the light hit its surface:
Pale blues, flashing reds and occasionally, a flicker of green. 
Alex and I used to irritate you with our love of spinning the 
golden band on your finger. 

I think that’s where I got my nervous habit actually, 
Twisting another of your rings, but an amethyst 
and on my hand not yours. 

Katy Salvesen
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SELF PORTRAIT IN YELLOW
 
No one is here but me, sitting cross legged in front of a wall -  
intact and blindingly yellow.  

They see me smiling like a child, 
happiness stretched from one side of my face to another and 
circles of fuchsia are forced onto my cheeks. 
I have become perfection.  

(Yet my eyes are brown and
my dress is torn down the middle.
However much I ask, the seamstress doesn’t want to fix it.)

A cat sits next to me - orange and striped.  
I can smell the rust from metal hinges. 

I am told that I am the sun - but now I’m trying too hard to 
be yellow.  

Shelly Fuxman
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PORTRAIT IN RED

I think sometimes of a red button,
Sewn onto a red chequered dress,
Gently tugged over the head,
Like a hand slipping into a silk glove.

Wearing this dress is a girl.
She sits in the garden under a tree,
Watching the clouds as they pass by.

Still.

Her dress is spread out around her, like a bird’s feathers when it nests.
The gold and glowing sun reflects on her cheeks,
And the smell of the newly blossomed flowers fills her nose,
As she sits under the tree in her red chequered dress.

Tabitha Davies
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PORTRAIT IN BLUE

I think sometimes that I am always at war,
Wearing a navy-blue uniform.
I am a warrior, my fist raised to fight,
Like a wolf; I am leader of the pack.
I do not fight for freedom or peace. 
I fight for adrenaline and pleasure.
A way to live. A way to die.
And now my uniform. Tattered. Ripped. Scarred from war.
No wish can grant me peace or grace,
I am no swan but a bull.
Bitter blood breaking from beneath the barrier of skin,
The sound of vicious fighting has turned to groaning of pain.
And I am left alone, standing in my navy-blue uniform.

Isaac Denness
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OCEAN BLUE

I think sometimes of a colour,
The colour Blue,
It is the colour of my brain,
My perception is like the ocean,
The further down you go it changes from the 
childish shallows of an innocent beach to the murky, 
uninviting depths of the seabed.
A distorted reality,
A pair of glasses filtering the world,
I wish for it to leave me alone,
But it’s a shark, and I am its prey,
A shark stalking me silently,
Smelling my metallic blood,
I am drowning in the blue.

Amelia Semkowicz
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BEING FACE-TIOUS 

I have just finished doing nothing for a third hour of the night,
Black curls up round my vision to fight the white from my lamp,
On my desk, where my fingers blur over a keyboard.
Images plastered together like a stop-motion film.
The wind spins through the trees, clatters through the fence, and stops and knocks 
politely at my window, whistling through the vents to see if I’m there.
I say ‘shut up, this is a picture’,
Rather my eyes convey it, beaming the silent message from behind dusty frames.
I wish I’d cleaned them before the photograph.
The cat, at the corner of the frame, seems to think so too.
He smirks, and makes to slink out of view somehow.

Annabel Mitchell
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ENOUGH 
 
I think sometimes that the sun isn’t hot enough. 
Or orange enough. 
Sometimes it kisses my cheeks, 
Sprinkling freckles like sand. 
It hugs me then squeezes tighter and tighter, until my 
underarms are sticky and perspiration rolls off my temples in 
beads and the back of my neck begins to itch. 
Other times it gets bored and paints.  
It decorates clouds in tones of peach and gold, like the dress I 
wore last spring. 
Often I wish I could talk to the sun - I’d tell her she’s pretty 
Constantly on display, yet nobody spares her a glance. They’re 
too busy feeding their cats. 
Large, lovely, lonely. 
She smells jasmine and sulfur hexafluoride and screams the cry 
of a thousand seagulls. 
Finally, the sun has had enough.  

Sophie Norton
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THAT GIRL

That girl. So bright, so curious.
So eager to learn.

That girl. So pretty, so slim.
So unaware.

That girl. So sporty, so strong.
In all the top teams.

That girl. So funny, so wild.
The life of the party.

That girl. So brave, so cunning.
The one with no fears.

That girl. So nervous, so shy.
So afraid to show her true self.

That girl. Who cries at night.
Because she’s too scared to tell 

people they hurt her.

That girl. Who feels trapped inside 
her own head.

Feels she has no one to trust. 

That girl. Won’t sleep, won’t eat.
Barely speaks.

Everyone thinks they know that girl.
She’s just ‘that girl’.  

Rosie Pegna
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THE WAY THE COOKIE CRUMBLES  
(AN EXTRACT)

Roland Jones stood on the front steps of a small, private girls’ school on the 
Upper East Side of Manhattan and took a long, deep breath. Here he was - a 
very long way from home. Born and bred in Mumbles, South Wales, Jones 
had dragged himself up and away from his humble beginnings. He had 
given thirty years of his life to the Metropolitan Police in London; the last 
ten of which he had been Chief-Detective in Scotland Yard’s Anti-Terrorism 
branch. As he stood on these steps every day he asked himself the same 
question - how did I get here? Relegated to a security guard for the rich 
daughters of the one percent who ruled the city. No mysteries or murders to 
investigate - just lost pencil cases, scraped knees and chauffeurs to direct as 
they collected the darlings from school.   

He was a stocky man, neatly groomed, ruddy-cheeked, with white hair and 
a closely clipped beard. Jones was proud of his roots and played up to the 
image of an Englishman (okay, Welshman) in New York. A Range Rover, 
Barbour jackets, highly-polished brogues and two English Bulldogs - one 
named Lilian (after Lillie Langtree) and one Lloyd George (after the Welsh-
born Prime Minister). He followed British sports avidly, watching cricket and 
rugby with the other ex-pats in bars down in the Village and singing the 
Welsh national anthem with strangers and tears in his eyes.  He had moved 
to New York after his retirement and after meeting his second and American 
wife online.  He had worked as a bodyguard when he first arrived in the city 
but after protecting royalty back home the so-called celebrities had seemed 
vapid and ridiculous and he just couldn’t stomach it anymore. Whilst he was 
between jobs his wife had injured her back and he’d been forced to take any 
job he could, and the agency had recommended him to the school - an easy 
gig but one that was likely to kill him with boredom.   

Mariella Satow
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SONG

Seeing battered tables with tired chairs, 
Juxtaposed in the modern sports hall, 
Why do I have to be the one who cares? 
The dank smell tells it all. 
Reminder: I can’t even catch a ball.  
That air duct, flap flap flap…
 
I hear my heart rate begin to soar 
As we all inch closer towards the Head’s oak door, 
Nervous to receive the measly sheet of paper 
That defines my last ten years. 
I enter her room. She smiles. Relief. 
Relaxing on the 3rd form lawn, I am ready for 
this new dawn.  

Leaving the familiarity of the smell of our car, 
The concrete feeling hard upon my feet, 
Seeing others react to friends of last year, 
No one sees it, 
But to me it’s clear, 
I don’t belong here.   

Michael Henson
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NIGHT CEILING

Sun streaked faces flashed by me while the moon grew heavier 
and the stars grew brighter until they were pulsing in unison with 
the throbbing throng of thick bodies. A pair of silver eyes darted 
past me and a crowd of glistening girls were carried back to their 
tents on a wave of giggles. A shirtless man with crocodile scales slid 
past me while I watched a couple, the girl rising onto the man’s 
shoulders, mould into a magnificent beast, smoothly weaving 
through the delicate frames, surrounded by a fluctuating shimmer 
of constellations. I could feel vibrations in strangers’ chests, while I 
was seized beat after beat by the relentless pulse of the crowd, and 
the movement of thousands as one. The hot air clung to my body 
like a sweltering blanket while flies danced alongside us in the air, 
and soon I was wedged between the trunks of people’s bodies, their 
humid air suffocating me and their unforgiving dancing wrenching 
me from here to there like a paper bag caught in a hurricane. I 
jumped high into the air, my fingers shattering the night’s glass 
ceiling and wrapped my fingers around a star, the only sound the 
pulsing of blood in my ears and the only taste the sweat on my lips, 
and suddenly I dragged it down further and further until the sky grew 
brighter and brighter and people’s faces flashed orange and red and 
pink and yellow, imprinting themselves onto the insides of my eyelids 
as I gave in to the endless stream of bodies. 

Isobel Hobbs
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RAINDROPS AT CHRISTMAS

I watch as clouds careen          
the decorated towers,
Glaucous and gravid they shed their load,
In brilliant, iridescent showers.  

At Oxford Street the people bubble up 
and leave the stuffy confines of the train
almost relieved to feel the slicing wind,
their domes of colour shield against the rain,

shield against the molten coruscation 
refracted in every single drop,
busied and absorbed in their trivial tasks -
Beauty’s damned by their desire to shop.

They seek Christmas illuminations but
Miss the raindrops subtler intimations.

Artemis Denton
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MORNING

Rising dawn comes,
Omniscient in rain.
The ashes of night 
ponder the awakening of day.

The curtain is drawn.
Mist surrounds us
and the symphony of water
begins to sound.

Ella Price
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ARCTIC WATERS

Imeq. Cobalt, sapphire, turquoise. Glints of glacial 
light, mingling with the clear water. Waves, ripples, 
undulations. Murmurs of Arctic sea, beating against 
the frozen water. Briny, crisp, brumal. Gusts of 
polar breeze, flitting past the vast water. Pristine, 
formidable yet fragile.  
 
Let me tell that again, clearer now. A boundless 
surface unraveled in front of the ship, towards the 
perpetual North. Devoured by the brumal light, 
beneath me was an abyss of impenetrable water. 
It was a different world inside the fjord, even the 
slightest chatter of the seagulls was muted, only the 
splashing of waves echoed. A river of moving ice 
blocked our way, as the unsetting polar sun touched 
the droplets of melted frost with a golden tint. The 
glacier roared, and all there left was a fragmented 
yet pure giant diminishing in the cyan sea. Water 
in the Polar region is not simply water; it is the 
ocean, the icebergs, the glaciers, it is the spirit of the 
Northern kingdom. 
 
Let me tell it one last time, starting from the 
beginning. It was two o’clock in the afternoon on 
9 August 2016, and our cruise had finally entered 
the Skjoldungen Fjord at the Southwestern tip of 
Greenland. The narrow channel was hemmed in by 
bleak mountains walls, where ribbons of mist melted 
into the trickling streams. The scene was reflected 
on the sea, as a series of undulations caused by the 
vessel’s motor appeared. There was no sign of life, 
and the only sound was the whispers of the flowing 
water. Under the mellow sun, a watercolour emerged 
on the azure waves, capturing the fleeting colours of 
the polar water. I did not dare to move, for the fear 
that I, an intruder, would break this tranquility.  

 

Around six o’clock, we reached the end of the 
fjord, where the Thymrs Glacier revealed itself. I 
was sitting on the balcony of our cabin. Imposing 
cliffs of chalk with tints of sapphire sheared from 
the waves, towering above our ship from three 
sides. Inside its crystalline surface, millions of water 
particles were scattering the afternoon light. A 
glimpse of the setting sun was beaming behind the 
glacier, embroidering its fractured edge with a rose-
gold ream. I gasped. Rolling towards the sea like a 
battalion of warriors guarding this last untouched 
land, the river of ice stretched from the shore to 
the far horizon, uninterrupted. The sight not only 
magnificent—it was formidable. 
 
Without any warning, a deafening noise blared 
from the other side of the ship. All the tourists and 
crewmembers rushed across the deck to find out 
what just happened. A chunk of ice had broken 
off from the glacier. Floating on the waves was an 
iceberg about the size of a car; I could tell its sheer 
weight from the amount of water splattered onto the 
ship. There was an obvious hollow on the glacier’s 
surface, and a brook was oozing out rapidly from the 
hole, infusing into the sea. The fallen iceberg drifted 
on the serene water, no more anchored than a twig. 
It was moving in the currents, but at a graceful pace 
as to appear static. Amongst the bustling crowd, I 
heard a voice. “Those glaciers might seem tough, 
but they are actually the most fragile part of the 
arctic ecosystem. When I was here four years ago, 
where we are standing now was covered in ice.” 
 
Isabel Cai
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LA MER

The first day of the voyage was a windy one, the 
cold air chilling the pallid sunlight that dripped 
from between the clouds. The ship sailed out of 
harbour regardless of the cold, its burnished bow 
glistening from the reflection of light on the water. 
Its figurehead, a mermaid, parted the water before 
them, leading them onwards. The crew were singing 
a merry, but slightly stilted, ditty while they hoisted 
ropes, the faintly faltering tune drowning out the 
twisted whispers following the ship, from the more 
superstitious land-dwellers. Voices snaked their way 
through the air, and the heavy words ‘doomed’ 
and ‘misfortune’ trailed behind the boat, dragging 
it lower in the water. Some of the crew, those 
not singing, were indeed tense, and some were 
muttering amongst themselves - until their captain 
strode within earshot, his uniform crisp and his ears 
as sharp as the narrow sword hanging at his waist. 

The cause for the tense atmosphere on the ship 
became clear as three women stepped out onto 
the deck behind the captain. Some of the more 
superstitious sailors recoiled, and made signs to ward 
off the bad luck that women brought upon ships. 
The captain saw this and furrowed his brow, but with 
the voyage underway, and no sign of trouble ahead, 
he was content to let them keep to their beliefs 
whilst it caused no trouble. 

≈

The 17th day of the voyage was an awful one. Wind 
battered at people and wood alike as rain and sea 
mixed aboard the boat, the waves pounding the 
ship louder than the feeble shouts of the desperate 
sailors. The wind lunged, and plucked an apprentice 
off the slippery floor, throwing the boy carelessly 
into the raging sea. The emerald and sapphire ropes 
whipped and fought each other, not caring for the 
tiny brown fleck in their midst. The water tore itself 
apart and crashed down together again, over and 
over. Everyone, even the women, were shouting, 
scuttling like ants around a flooded nest, as they 
pulled ropes and bucketed water off the ship, in a 
futile attempt to stop the wrath of the Sea. They 
worked day and night, although no change in light 
occurred to tell them of this fact, only the aching of 
their bodies and the rawness of their throats as they 
screamed when yet another crewmember fell into 
the empty black torrent below. 

≈

The 18th day of the voyage was no better. The storm 
had reached new levels of violence. The crew, a 
superstitious bunch, had outnumbered the captain 
and a loyal few, and, upon finding the need to 
blame someone for the elements, had condemned 
the women as the cause. The three women were 
tied at the ankles and the wrists, and even amidst 
the howling wind, their screams for mercy echoed 
through the storm. As the waves drenched the 
exhausted ship, the sailors threw the three women off 
the boat, one by one, into the whirling abyss below. 

The women dropped. 
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The water enveloped them and drowned out the 
sounds of the storm. The unnatural silence stifled 
them; and as they slowly fell lower and lower, away 
from the war above them, their vision darkened 
and chests constricted. Soon, they had fallen far 
enough, though not that far at all, that the world 
around them had turned as black as a moonless 
night. One by one, their bodies filled with pain as 
they struggled not to breathe in the deathly elixir 
pressing at their throats. 

The first to succumb was the youngest, barely a 
woman and more of a girl. Her lips, drained of 
colour, opened and her desperate eyes pleaded with 
whatever god she was seeing before her. The other 
women followed soon after - one a brunette, the 
other already grey. As they allowed the liquid to slide 
into their throat, something inexplicable happened. 

They didn’t die.  

Instead they tasted the cool, slightly salty spring 
breeze, like they were back on the docks the day of 
their departure. A sharp pain made them all gasp 
simultaneously, as their legs fused seamlessly, until 
each woman had a single leg, which, with pinpricks 
of agony, began to grow scaly and into something 
resembling a fishtail. Their eyes met and each 
woman saw in the others the same idea that was 
floating in her own mind. They paused a moment, 
then dived, ignoring the storm above them. 

≈

The 48th day of the voyage began as a quiet one. 
The ship, having made it to its destination and been 
fixed up, had begun its return journey. No mention 
was made of the sacrifice of the women, and people 
assumed they were some of the unlucky few that 
had perished in the severe storm that had struck the 
ship. The weather was warm, slightly less wind than 
ideal but the languid air made the sailors relax, so 
much so that laughter was heard aboard the ship. 

A pod of dolphins had begun to swim near the ship, 
far enough away that they wouldn’t be hunted, 
but close enough that several crewmembers were 
looking at them while they chattered. Then one 
sailor caught sight of movement a bit further away, 
and turned to look. His face slackened, and he hit his 
companions to get their attention, words failing him.
 
Three women had appeared, swimming through  
the sea, the tattered remains of clothes clinging to 
their lithe figures as their torsos emerged from the 
water. They seemed to be saying something, calling 
to the ship, and the men strained to hear, every 
person on board now paying attention, oblivious to 
all else, even the patch of rocks on a collision course 
with the ship. As they drew closer to the women, 
and the unseen rocks, they began to make out 
words: the voices were alluring, but hoarse. After all, 
the women’s throats were still raw from when they 
had screamed for mercy, mercy that wasn’t granted 
to them…  

The ship never made it home. 

Rachel Stevens
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SNAPSHOTS OF ST MAARTEN

That was the coconut-scented summer I went to St Maarten. 

Every day I woke up longing to hit the beach and when I arrived, 
the gold sand swallowed my feet and the sea water rose towards 
me. The gentle lapping of water against the shore was such a 
soothing sound that I would fall into a deep sleep. 

The sun soared into the sky and glistened ferociously as I moved 
sheepishly on the donut-shaped, pink beach chair.

I sauntered along the glitter-tinted sand in search of a drink to 
parch my thirst. 

The sun reflected sickly yellow on the sea. 

Other families began to cluster round me like flies.

Akachi Oniya
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SEAS OF SCOTLAND

And here I see the Scottish seas laid out like the waves of storms,      
The jet black caps of the surfs surging in to dark, clay-like sands,

These are the kennings of Scotland’s seas, of views of cold and dark. 

But the seas in summer are as beautiful as anywhere,
For the seas of Scotland have their roots in the myths of its lands.
Instead, the seas are turquoise, green and with tiny hints of red.
Yet, this does not fully show the seas of myths.

The seas ride the skylines with grace and zestful ease of wonders,
Poets nor writers can ever recreate the beauties they show,
Yet, still we write on for the pleasure it brings us to think.
For the seas of myths are artworks in themselves.

Of blues and greens, I see before me that fill my world with colour,
These waves that come in bring brightness and splendour to the dull towns.
Sparkling sprays sent up by the sloshing waves let rainbows free. 
For the seas of Scotland are the earth’s rainbows.

Whoever sees the sights that I once saw has seen what minds crave,
For these seas of beauty hold the inner peace of your mind forever.
The colours of their rainbows engrave in our memory’s kind.
And so, to the Scottish seas we look for the beauty of all mankind.

Joshua Nevill
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THE LAST WHALE SONG 
 

Shells washed up 
At the edge of the sunlit reef 

Offerings from the tide 
And rocks like pointed teeth 

 
Where ships float like petals 

Where seagulls cry 
And draw arcs in cloud 

 Across the darkening sky 
 

With the rhythm of sea 
Lush green seaweed sways 

To mark time that is counted  
in number of waves 

 
Atop a sandy bed 

The ancient ocean breathes 
Near moon-bathing seals 
The swirling water seethes 

 
The liquid moonlight 

Lapping sand with its tongue 
Mimicking a lullaby 

Of the last whale song 
 

Olivia Hunter 
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POLAR BEAR

I am the fish-muncher, rug-wearer, ice-licker,
Fur as soft as the shawl that drapes around your neck,
I am the snow-cold lemonade that sends shivers down your spine 
Sturdy as the thatched cottage, puffing smoke from its chimney 
mid-winter,
As huge as a lorry in the slow lane.

Charlotte Mayhew
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KANGAROO

He is the muscle powerhouse in the red corner,
The boiling hot aggressive protector.
He is the king of the sand,
The desert hopper.
A punch in the stomach,
A boxing trainer in disguise;
As my defender, he stands.

Together we scan the sweltering Plains.
Then the outback ranger strikes again:
A jab here and a kick there,
The burning sun won’t bring him down.

Meg Wells
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THE HUNTER

A slither of light glowed from the darkening sky. 
All sound was muted, silenced. 
His shadow preyed upon them 
As it crept closer. 
 
The light was overcast by brooding clouds 
While the shadow hesitated, 
Preoccupied by thought.
There was only a matter of seconds left. 
 
A breeze rattled through the branches. 
One step towards them 
And the shadow would make it. 
They were placid. 
 
They were gone. 
The deer cantered away, through the barricading woodland. 
The hunter stood. 
Alone; a shadow in the slither of light. 

Rebecca Cooper
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MYTH

The only recognisable thing left of the man he was before were his eyes, 
which translated the fear of this new territory. He normally swaggered 
with pride and arrogance but was light on his steel-toed boots, the 
knowledge of previous experiences providing him well for each catch. He 
had a net slung over his left shoulder and a bow and arrow on the other, 
which he carried with ease despite its weight. The arrow was topped 
with gold, so sharp and so precise it caught anything it was aimed at, 
reflecting and diffracting any light that had escaped through the trees. 
His dogs were obedient and could read each twitch of the hunter’s body. 
They would wait at his ankles like a wind-up toy ready to set off on its 
path, their minds anticipating every next step. If you were lucky enough 
to catch a glance as they swiftly glided after deer through the wild forests, 
and not many were, you would understand their agility. They never failed 
to reach the target however many or few. 

But now, the hunter stood with a jittery quick step on four new hooves. 
His dogs, unaware that this beast was their master, snapped as his feet 
waiting for the signal to kill. It never came. They chased after their master 
as he learned the co-ordination of a four-legged creature. They chased 
him, but he was quick, quicker than any deer before. The master tried 
to tell his dogs to stop but they no longer understood the signals he was 
trying to give them, so was chased away from the land he had once been 
able to stride through so swiftly. The land he had once called his land. 

The goddess laughed down at him, a glint of satisfaction in her eye.  
A deer he’d become and a deer he’d stay, she thought. 

Iona Craig
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POEM 1

We know these dry mountains and roads.
This walk we root round,
where not one eye lies.
This small seed gives new men hearts,
where blood swims red and
rain water lies cold.

This tree we water sleeps.

You know not what men say and
see not what this cold Earth holds,
but deep in your heart, something pure grows.

Meg Wells
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WONDERLAND

I woke up my alarm and took off my layers of clothes until I found the  
day’s outfit. I unstretched and brushed my hair backwards, ate my 
toothbrush then threw away the full tube of toothpaste sitting on my 
bookshelf. I went upstairs to the kitchen and turned off my coffee maker. 
Then, I got a mug from the dirty washing machine and placed it in the 
fridge. I ripped off today’s sheet from my calendar to reveal yesterday and 
noticed it was raining pink. So, I put away my umbrella, before taking 
off my shoes then I put my phone in the downstairs loo cabinet and said 
good evening to my dogs before walking out of the window and into the 
street. The cars were moving backwards ever so slowly, and I rolled my 
eyes at the silent shouting of my neighbours. The street vendors tried to 
buy a magazine from me, but I told them I had all the time in the world 
and had to go. I was late for work so started walking slower enjoying the 
rain that tinted my skin orange. I fancied a hot chocolate, so I stopped for 
a tea before hurrying to the empty bus stop. It was then that I realised I 
don’t work on even days. I walked backwards to my garden, slid down the 
chimney and settled in to bed as the lilac sun rose.

Lily Von Moll
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